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Abstract

As the location trajectory contains more spatial-temporal information about the user, it will

be even dangerous for jeopardizing the privacy of the user. In order to cope with the correla-

tion, an algorithm that utilizes the query division had been proposed. In this algorithm, ran-

dom blocks of query context was used, so as the adversary was obfuscated and difficult to

correlate the real result. However, this algorithm fails to dispose the size of each query

block, as once same size blocks were obtained by the adversary continuously, so the adver-

sary can regard them as blocks from the same query context, and then obtains the query

context to correlate the discrete locations. In view of above conditions, in this paper we pro-

pose a fine granularity block division algorithm based on the conception of granularity mea-

surement as well as granularity layer division, so with the help of collaborative users the

location privacy of the user will be protected. In this algorithm, the query context will be

divided into fine granularity size of information blocks that difficult to be distinguished with

others, and then these blocks will be exchanged with other collaborative users to eliminate

the difference in block size. In addition, as each block is divided into fine granularity size, the

adversary will be difficult to correlate the discrete locations into location trajectory, so the

location privacy will be protected. At last, through security analysis and experimental verifi-

cation, this granularity indistinguishable algorithm is analyzed and verified at both theoretical

and practical levels, which further demonstrate the superiority of the proposed algorithm

compared with other similar algorithms.

Introduction

At present, as the gradual improvement and development of technology on location based ser-

vice (LBS), a vast of applications of this type of services are used in nearly all aspects of people’s

daily life and provide convenience for users. However, as this type of services usually utilize

the real location of the user to provide precise feedback information such as navigation or res-

taurant searching, during the procedure of service providing the location privacy may be

revealed and even result in some personal hazard such as tracking or robbing [1–3]. For exam-

ple, once a user wants to drive to the nearest restaurant, she had to submit the query with the

real location to obtain the feedback information to find the accurate road, during the service,
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her real location will be leaked to the server or other adversary and cause the location privacy

leakage. Thus, the fear of location privacy leakage becomes an important problem that restricts

the popularization of LBS and jeopardizes the development of relevant technologies.

In order to cope with the problem of location privacy leakage, a vast of location privacy pro-

tection algorithms were proposed, and these algorithms can be roughly divided into two main

categories based on whether utilizes the central server (CS) [4–6]. The first type can be

described as the centralized model, in this model a central server is used to provide location

data obfuscation or concealment [7–10]. In this category, the location data is first sent to the

CS and mixed with other locations or dummy locations then sent to the LBS server. As the real

location is generalized into at least k similar locations, the adversary will be difficult to identify

the real location and the location privacy will be protected. Algorithms of this category include

the scheme of dummy location [7], the scheme of historical trajectory generalization [8], the

scheme of similar trajectory generalization [9] as well as the scheme of attributes generalization

[10]. However, as all the information was concentrated in the CS, it will be prone to become

the attack point of adversaries or the bottleneck of privacy protection service. So the researcher

has to consider utilizing another category without CS to provide privacy protection service,

and utilizes disperse collaborative users to achieve privacy protection.

The other type of protection algorithms can be described as the distributed model, and this

model just utilizes the devices of collaborative users to dispose the location data and achieves

location data obfuscation or concealment [11–19], others include the schemes of encryption

[20–22]. Algorithms of this category include the scheme of information topological transitive

collaborative users selecting [11], the scheme of utilizing the cache of collaborative users [12,

18], the scheme of trajectory collaboration [19] as well as the scheme of query block randomly

exchanging [16, 17]. The superiority of this category did not only be reflected in dispersing the

disposing cost to collaborative users, but also been reflected in achieving the location privacy,

the query privacy as well as the personal privacy simultaneously. However, although the query

block randomly exchanging is better to other schemes in resisting the correlation attack, it also

existing the failure in that the block size can be used to correlate the real location. As during

the procedure of query block exchanging, the size of each collaborative user will be different to

each other, and the difference of block size can be used to identify the discrete locations and

correlate them into location trajectory.

As the superiority of distributed model is obviously, in order to reserve the ability of provid-

ing location privacy, query privacy and personal privacy simultaneously, and cope with the

attack of correlation of block size difference, in this paper a fine granularity block division

algorithm based on the conception of granularity measurement [23] as well as granularity

layer division [24] is proposed, and utilize this algorithm to make up the deficiency of similar

algorithms.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Firstly, we introduced the system architecture

and basic idea in Section 2. Section 3 presents the algorithm based on the fine granularity

information. Then we show the results of experimental with cause analysis in Sections 4.

Finally, we draw conclusions and future works in Section 5.

Preliminaries

System architecture

In general, the system architecture of privacy protection algorithms can be divided into two

main categories [1]. The first one is the centralized architecture model and the other one is the

distributed architecture model. As the user collaboration algorithm was mainly designed to

cope with the problem of attack point and service bottleneck, this type of algorithms usually
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employs the distributed architecture, and this architecture does not need the central server.

For the architecture of distributed model, two entities are involved. The first one is the moving

user, which refers to the user who equipped with the GPS device and can communicate with

each other. The other one is the service provider such as LBS server, and this entity can provide

location based service with the location that the user submitted. Therefore, the architecture of

our proposed algorithm can be described as the double layer system architecture shown in Fig

1. In this Fig, two main entities are mobile users and LBS server. The mobile users mainly refer

to the user who utilizes the LBS when moving in the road and at the same time the user also

needs the service of privacy protection. The entity of LBS server can be seen as the LBS pro-

vider, this entity can provide LBS for the user who requests for the result of LBS, but on the

other side this entity will be also curious about the privacy of the user, and may even reveal the

privacy of the user due to the benefit of commerce or broken by the adversary. Thus, this entity

is usually considered as the semi-trusted entity, due to the fact that it can provide LBS and may

also jeopardize the personal privacy of the user.

Privacy threat

As the LBS server usually considers as the semi-trusted entity and may reveal the privacy of the

user due to others, the privacy threat was considered comes from this entity. Suppose that a

query message of the user can be denoted as M ¼ fLðX;YÞ;Qg, where(X,Y) denotes the posi-

tion coordinates or longitude and latitude, Q denotes the query context or interest point, so M
can be seen as a piece of message constituted by the location information and query context.

Once the query message was divided into several blocks of the same size, the information of

each block can be denoted as M0 ¼ fm1;m2; . . .;mkg, where k is the number of message blocks

according to the anonymous value. Therefore, the size of each block can be denoted as Size

(m1) = Size(m2) =,. . .,Size (= mk), if these blocks exchanged with other collaborative users and

then sent to the LBS server, the gained message of the LBS server will be from different users

and can be denoted as M0
i; 0 � i � k. However, as the query context from different users will

be various, the size of blocks will be different from each other and can be distinguished by the

adversary, as the message of blocks satisfy mi
1
6¼ mj

1, which means the adversary can utilize the

difference of block size to clustering them into different types, and then utilizes them as back-

ground knowledge to identify the real location and correlates the location trajectory.

Thus, based on above analyses, the adversary can utilize the clustering to identify the query

context with the difference of block sizes. Suppose that the set of blocks about a query context

can be denoted as U ¼ fx1; x2; . . .; xng, then the result of at least k gathered types can be

denoted as C ¼ fo1;o2; . . .;okg; 1 � k � n, if there exists [
k

i¼1
oi ¼ U that satisfies oi 6¼

Fig 1. The system architecture of double layer.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0220278.g001
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f; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; k and oi \ oj ¼ f; i; j ¼ 1; 2; . . .; kði 6¼ jÞ, the adversary can identify the speci-

fied blocks from the set of blocks, which means the adversary can utilize the clustering to iden-

tify the sent blocks with the difference of block size and then obtain the location privacy.

Protection conception and basic idea

As the adversary can utilize the clustering to gather the difference of block size and identify the

query context, the most effective method is to make the size equal to each and difficult to be

distinguished, so the gathered set of each type satisfies oi¼oj; i; j ¼ 1; 2; . . .; kði 6¼ jÞ. In order

to accomplish this purpose, the query context can be divided into fine granularity, so as the

clustered set difficult to express the difference and difficult to be clustered into various types.

Thus, based on above conception, we can utilize the criterion of different granular layers [24]

in refining to establish the fine granularity query context blocks, and the procedure can be

described in Fig 2.

In this Fig, MðL;QÞ denotes the set of submitted query context blocks, function f ð:Þ is the

graining operation for each block in the set of submitted query context, S is the real informa-

tion about the user. M0ðL0;QÞ is the set of grained result for each block. Then with the help of

fine granularity division, the query context blocks cannot be clustered and used to identify the

real information with function f ð:Þ, so with the block size of clustered result, an adversary is

difficult to identify the query context. Accordingly, the location privacy of the user will be

protected.

The protection algorithm based on the fine granularity information

As we had mentioned in section 2, the proposed protection algorithm based on the fine granu-

larity information contains two main phases. The first one is the phase of query context fine

granularity division, which used to divide the query context. The other phase is the informa-

tion randomly exchanging, which used to exchange query information with other collaborative

users and achieves the location and query anonymity. Then after above two phases, we provide

a formal analysis for the security of proposed scheme.

Fig 2. The fine granularity division of information with granular layer.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0220278.g002
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The procedure of fine granularity information division

In order to measure the granularity degree of divided query context blocks, this paper utilizes

the metric used in literature [23]. In this paper we utilize GM(.) to denote the granularity

degree of divided query context blocks, then the degree can be denoted as

GMðpÞ ¼
Xm

i¼1

jXij

jUj
logjXij ð1Þ

Where p ¼ fX1;X2; . . .;Xmg denotes the division for the set of query contexts U, Xi is a subset

of U. Once the block of a query context is divided into the fine granularity, which means each

granule denotes the set of single point, in this condition GMðpÞ ¼ 0. Otherwise, if the size of

granularity is the biggest granularity, the block will denote the whole query context and satis-

fies GMðpÞ ¼ log jUj. Thus, in order to obfuscate the real block of the user, before exchanging

the query block, each query context of collaborative users will be divided into fine granularity,

so the size of block that submitted to the LBS server will be equal to each other and difficult to

distinguish, and then the adversary will be difficult to identify the blocks of query context and

more difficult to obtain the location privacy. The procedure of how to divide the size of query

context into fine granularity can be described as algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: The fine granularity division of query context

1) Input: The query information M

2) M0 ¼ M;

3) while (GMðM0Þ 6¼ 0)

4) divides M';

5) end

6) Output: The divided query information M' in fine granularity

Once the query context is disposed by algorithm 1, the blocks for exchanging with collabo-

rative user will be prepared, and then based on the block exchanging algorithm shown in liter-

ature [7], each user will have the fine granularity block that can be submitted to the LBS server,

and with these blocks the adversary cannot identify the real query context easily. The proce-

dure of disposing fine granularity block exchanging is described in algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: The process of fine granularity information randomly
exchanging

1) Input: Ma; //The fine granularity information of other users

2) Input: n, u_num; //The number of users in current region

3) Initialization: Mexc = Null;

4) if(There is no granule in this granular layer)

5) return;

6) else

7) for(i = 1;i< = u_num+1; i++)

8) n = Mi; //The number of granules

9) if(n>1)

10) Mexc = Mexc+M
i
ran; //Increase the random number

11) else

A fine granularity based user collaboration algorithm
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12) continue;

13) end if

14) end

15) end if

16) exchange Mexc with other collaborate user;

17) Output: Mexc

After being disposed by algorithm 1 and algorithm 2, the blocks query context that sent to

the LBS server will be dispersed to at least k locations and contains k different query types. In

addition, the blocks in each set will be similar with each other in block size, and the adversary

will be difficult to identify the query context with the difference of query block size, so the loca-

tion privacy of the user will be protected. Based on above two algorithms, we can see that there

are just one loop computing in each algorithm, so the time complexity can be summarized as

OðnÞ þ OðnÞ ¼ OðnÞ, which means the proposed protection algorithm can be finished no

more than OðnÞ.

Security analysis

The security of our proposed algorithm depends on the uncertainty of correlating the block

information with user’s location and the uncertainty of the adversary successfully identify the

real block with block size, so the security of our proposed algorithm can be inferred in the fol-

lowing two aspects. The first aspect is the uncertainty of correlating the block information

with user’s location. In our proposed algorithm, the message sent to the LBS server is divided

and sent by at least k collaborative users in at least k different locations. In addition, the block

set of query context will also contain at least k blocks of different contents. Therefore, the suc-

cess probability of an adversary utilizes the block to correlate a real location will be equal to

1=k2. Once the anonymous value k is a value that large enough, it means the value of success

probability of the adversary will be very small, and in this condition the location privacy of the

user will be protected. For the aspect of uncertainty of the adversary successfully identifies the

real block with block size. As all the collaborative users have divided their blocks of query

information into fine granularity, the block will be similar with each other in block size and

satisfy GMðM0Þ ¼ 0. As a result, for at least k sets of clustering results that the adversary can

obtain, the query context M0

k satisfies C ¼ foi
1
;oi

2
; . . .;oi

kg; 1 � k � n; 1 � i � k, where oi
k 6

¼ f and oi \ oj 6¼ f; i; j ¼ 1; 2; . . .; kði 6¼ jÞ. It can be also explained as that if the adversary

utilizes data cluster for the received blocks of query context, each set can be correlated with

each other and all the clustered sets will be similar to each other. Thus, for the adversary, the

probability of accurately identify the real user will be no more than 1/k, and the value will be

even lower as the number of blocks also been considered and the value will be lower than 1=k2,

so it will be difficult to correlate any set to any randomly chosen user and identify the real loca-

tion of this user. Accordingly, the location privacy of the user will be protected.

Experimental verification

In order to evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithm in the ability of privacy pro-

tection and the efficiency of algorithm execution, in this paper this algorithm is verified in sim-

ulation environment and compared with some similar algorithms. All the simulation

experiments are performed in the laptop with Intel core i5, 4 GB memory and windows 7 oper-

ation system, and utilized Matlab 2017a to carry out the verification. The data set utilizes the
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real data collected from the traveling trajectory of Beijing taxi, and the algorithms used to com-

pare contain the information topological transitive collaborative users selecting algorithm

OQEU [11], the randomly exchanging information block algorithm RQBE [16], the result

caching algorithm CAQBE [18] as well as the random walking algorithm RWBC [13]. The ver-

ification criterion reflects in the ability of privacy protection and the efficiency of algorithm

execution. For the criterion of ability of privacy protection, the indistinguishable of block size

with fine granularity and the uncertainty of an adversary identify a user is utilized. For the cri-

terion of efficiency of algorithm execution, the running time and communication cost are uti-

lized as metric to measure the performance. At last, the simulation results with corresponding

analysis will further demonstrate the superiority of our proposed algorithm by the comparison

with other similar algorithms.

Fig 3 shows the degree of undistinguishable of block size with fine granularity. In this Fig, we

can see that along with the increase of disposing times in devices of users, the degrees of all algo-

rithms are ascending. However, among these algorithms, the degrees of OQEU and RWBC are

lower than other algorithms, as these two algorithms mainly utilize the strategy of transmitting

complete information in each collaborative user to choose the anonymous users, and the trans-

mitted query context does not be divided into block or fine granularity, so the disposition

degree for block size of undistinguishable is lower. For the other two algorithms RQBE and

CAQBE, as these algorithms mainly utilize the exchange of a random number of blocks to

search for collaborative users, the size of blocks of query context will be different to each other

due to the variety of anonymous values. In addition, if the anonymous value is big enough, the

query context will be divided into small size of blocks and if the other collaborative user also

requires a high level of privacy protection and utilize a big anonymous value, the blocks of these

users will be difficult to distinguish, so there will generate obvious transition of increasing in the

degree of blocks undistinguishable. However, as difficult for all collaborative users choosing the

Fig 3. The degree of undistinguishable.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0220278.g003
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biggest anonymous value, this degree of undistinguishable is limited and difficult to satisfy the

most degree of undistinguishable. At last, as the propose algorithm is designed to cope with the

difference of block size and in this algorithm the granularity measurement as well as granularity

layer division are used to dispose the blocks of query context into fine granularity, so the set of

submitted blocks are equal to each other and difficult to be distinguished. Accordingly, this

algorithm can provide the highest degree of undistinguishable of block size with the increasing

of disposing times and provide a better performance in undistinguishing.

Fig 4 shows the degree of uncertainty of an adversary identifies a user. In this Fig, we can see

that along with the increase of anonymity degree, degrees of uncertainty of all algorithms are

ascending. However, among these algorithms, the degrees of OQEU and RWBC are lower than

other algorithms and no matter the increasing of anonymity degree and their degrees of uncer-

tainty are difficult to reach the highest value. The reason for this condition can be ascribed as

that these algorithms do not dispose the message of query context into blocks but just transmit

it to select collaborative users, so the degree of uncertainty is lower than other algorithms and

the query context can be used to correlate the real location into location trajectory to infer the

personal privacy. For algorithms of RQBE and CAQBE, as these algorithms utilize the randomly

exchanging of query blocks, so when the degree of anonymity ascending to a certain value the

degree of uncertainty will increase to the highest value and the adversary will be difficult to

identify the real user. At last, as the algorithm proposed by this paper has divided the message of

query context into fine granularity, which makes the blocks that exchanged with collaborative

users are similar to each other in block size, so in this condition the correlation between location

and block of query context can be extremely concealed and then at the condition of smaller

degree, the degree of uncertainty will increase to the highest value.

Fig 5 shows the running time of our proposed algorithm compared with other algorithms.

In this Fig, we can see that along with the increase of anonymity degree, running time of all

Fig 4. The degree of uncertainty of an adversary identify a user.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0220278.g004
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algorithms is ascending. However, among these algorithms, the running time of OQEU and

RWBC are lower than other algorithms, as the procedure of these algorithms just contain the

disposing of information transformation and collaborative users selection, so the less process

leads to the lower running time, but the lower level of privacy protection. For other algorithms

such as RQBE and CAQBE, the running time is higher than above two algorithms, as the pro-

cedure of dividing information and exchanging with users to select the collaborative user had

consume the running time. At last, the running time of our proposed algorithm is the highest,

as this algorithm has to divide the message of query context into fine granularity that smaller

than the randomly divided blocks, so it’s running time is higher than all the compared algo-

rithms, but the running time is under 0.18 seconds as the anonymity degree reaches 30, which

is not higher than the waiting time the user difficult to bearing.

Fig 6 shows the communication cost of all compared algorithms. In this Fig, we can see that

along with the increase of anonymity degree, the communication cost of all algorithms is

ascending. However, among these algorithms, the communication cost of OQEU and RWBC

are higher than other algorithms, as these algorithms had to transmit the whole message to

each other to select the collaborative users, so the user in the latter phase will send the whole

set of nearly all messages of the user group and the communication cost between each user is

higher. For other algorithms such as RQBE and CAQBE, the communication cost is lower, as

these algorithms just exchange the query block to select collaborative users and the smaller size

of block will reduce the communication cost used in blocks exchanging. At last, the communi-

cation cost of our proposed algorithm is the lowest, as the fine granularity of query context is

smaller than the randomly divided block, so among the process of blocks exchanging, the cost

of this algorithm is the smallest.

In conclusion, we can consider that the algorithm proposed in this paper is better than

other compared algorithms in the performance of the ability of privacy protection and the

Fig 5. The running time of each algorithm.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0220278.g005
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efficiency of algorithm execution, so this algorithm has a better value in practical and promo-

tion than other algorithms.

Conclusion and future works

As the prevalence of location based service, location privacy had turned to be one of the

most important issues and paid close attention. The algorithm of user collaboration is an

efficient method used to cope with the service of bottleneck as well as the problem of point

of attacks. However, algorithms of this type are all failure to refine the block size and the dif-

ference of block size can be used to identify the query context and then inferred to correlate

discrete locations into location trajectory. In order to cope with this problem, in this paper

we proposed a fine granularity block division algorithm based on the conception of granu-

larity measurement as well as granularity layer division. Then with the divided fine granu-

larity size of blocks, the adversary will be difficult to distinguish whom the block he grasped

belongs to and difficult to identify the location, no matter utilizes the size clustering granu-

larity or other correlation methods, so the location privacy of the user will be protected. At

the same time, this algorithm also maintains the superiority of personal anonymity in the

algorithm of exchanging random numbers of blocks, and all users in this algorithm can also

enjoy the service of personal anonymity. However, as results shown in comparison with

other collaborative user algorithms, this algorithm also restricted by the number of collabo-

rative users and a lower number of users will lead to the failure of algorithm execution, so

the future work will focus on how to descend the affection of collaborative users and how to

ascend the ratio of algorithm success execution.

Fig 6. The communication cost of each algorithm.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0220278.g006
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